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Abstract. The effects of chemical order on the vibrational entropy have been studied using first-
principles and semi-empirical potential methods. Pseudopotential calculations on the Pd3V system
show that the vibrational entropy decreases by 0.07kB upon disordering in the high-temperature
limit. The decrease in entropy contradicts what would be expected from simple bonding arguments,
but can be explained by the influence of size effects on the vibrations. In addition, the embedded-
atom method is used to study the effects of local environments on the entropic contributions of
individual Ni and Al atoms in Ni3Al. It is found that increasing numbers of Al nearest neighbours
decreases the vibrational entropy of an atom when relaxations are not included. When the system
is relaxed, this effect disappears, and the local entropy is approximately uniform with increasing
number of Al neighbours. These results are explained in terms of the large size mismatch between
Ni and Al. In addition, a local cluster expansion is used to show how the relaxations increase the
importance of long-range and multisite interactions.
1. Introduction
The role of vibrational thermodynamics in phase stability is still poorly understood.
Traditionally, the effects of vibrations have not even been considered in theoretical phase
stability studies, which focused primarily on substitutional influences [1–4]. There is growing
evidence, both experimental [5–12] and theoretical [13–24] that vibrational thermodynamics
can have a significant influence on phase diagrams.
Unfortunately, at present there are only the beginnings of a qualitative understanding of
how differences in vibrational thermodynamics arise. In real systems, various mechanisms
such as volume differences, bond type differences, internal strain effects, and defect structures
(impurities, grain boundaries, etc) can all contribute to the vibrational thermodynamics, making
it difficult to separate out the contributions of each. An advantage of computational approaches
is that it is possible to manipulate the system being studied so as to isolate different mechanisms,
for example, by removing thermal expansion or restricting internal relaxations. In this paper
we will use computational approaches to study how relaxations and bonding changes between
different chemical orderings influence vibrational entropies.
The key results can be summarized as follows. First-principles pseudopotential
calculations for the vibrational entropy of Pd3V indicate that upon disordering the DO22
phase the vibrational entropy decreases by 0.07kB [25]. This is somewhat surprising since
the DO22 phase is expected to have stiffer bonds, and therefore a lower vibrational entropy,
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than the disordered phase. More detailed analysis shows that despite the small size mismatch
between Pd and V there is significant relaxation allowed in the disordered phase that is not
possible in the DO22 structure. The different relaxations occur because any given disordered
configuration has much lower symmetry than theDO22 phase (although, when the occupations
are thermodynamically averaged, the averaged disordered phase has higher symmetry than
DO22). It is shown that the greater relaxation allows a stiffening of the Pd–V bonds, which
leads to the lowering of the entropy with disordering.
When the embedded-atom method is used to calculate a local vibrational entropy for
each atom in Ni3Al, it is found that for an unrelaxed crystal the local entropy increases with
increasing numbers of Al nearest neighbours, but that this trend disappears when the proper
relaxations are included [26]. The effects of the relaxations are understood in terms of the
large size mismatch between the Ni and Al atoms. When no relaxations are allowed, the large
Al crowd the atoms they surround, reducing the vibrational entropy. When relaxations are
allowed, the large Al push each other away, which reduces crowding and does not change the
vibrational properties of a surrounded atom very strongly. A local cluster expansion is used to
analyse the relaxation effects in more detail, and the results show that the relaxations increase
the importance of long-range and multisite interactions.
This paper is arranged as follows. Section 1 contains the introduction. Section 2 contains
the qualitative framework in which we will analyse the calculations. A Lennard-Jones potential
is used to demonstrate how the qualitative picture is realized in a simple system. Section 3
discusses first-principles calculations of the vibrational entropy difference between DO22 and
disordered Pd3V. Section 4 discusses embedded-atom method calculations of the influence
of local environments on the local vibrational entropy in Ni3Al. Finally, section 5 gives a
summary and conclusions.
2. Qualitative framework
First we will discuss a simple qualitative picture of the effects of changing chemical order on the
vibrational thermodynamics. We will restrict the discussion to various lattice decorations of a
fixed parent lattice at a fixed composition. In the harmonic approximation [27], the vibrational
thermodynamics of a given structure are determined by its dynamical matrix, which in turn is
given by the force constant matrix and the masses. At a fixed composition and high temperatures
the masses contribute a constant term to the vibrational thermodynamics and can therefore be
ignored when considering differences [2]. Changes in the vibrational thermodynamics between
different lattice decorations must therefore come from changes in the proportions of different
force constants, or changes in their actual values.
A sensible starting model for how the force constants are affected by chemical order is
what we will call the ‘bond-proportion model’. This model assumes that each type of bond
carries with it an approximately fixed force constant, and that changes in the force constants
with chemical order are due primarily to changes in the proportions of different types of
bonds. This sort of model is often used to give a simple starting Hamiltonian from which more
elaborate theoretical calculations are tractable [14, 28].
If this bond-proportion model is accurate, even qualitatively, there are certain implications
for the behaviour of vibrational entropies. For example, consider an ordered compound, and
compare it to the pure elements from which it is made. As a first approximation the force
constants between unlike species are given by the harmonic mean of the force constants between
like species. For bonding of this type the bond-proportion model predicts very little change in
the vibrational thermodynamics upon disordering [14]. For a strongly ordering material it is to
be expected that bonds between unlike species are more stable, and therefore have somewhat
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stiffer force constants than the harmonic mean of the bonds between like species. The stiffer
average force constants would generally cause the ordered phase to have a lower vibrational
entropy than the average of the pure elements (which have only like neighbour bonds). Define
the vibrational formation entropy of a binary compound A1−cBc by
Sform = Sord − (1 − c)SA − cSB (1)
whereSord, SA, andSB are the vibrational entropies of the ordered, pure A, and pure B materials,
respectively. The above arguments show that the bond-proportion model predicts that for an
ordering alloy the vibrational formation entropy would be negative. Another implication of
the bond-proportion model is that for an ordering alloy, the disordered phase will have a larger
vibrational entropy than an ordered phase of the same composition. This follows from the
fact that the disordered phase has fewer unlike neighbour bonds associated with stiff force
constants than the ordered phase.
Unfortunately, neither experiments nor direct first-principles calculations support the
predictions of the bond-proportion model in general. Calculations of the high-temperature
limit of Sform based on experimentally measured force constants and densities of states
show that many ordered compounds have positive values of Sform [12]. Furthermore, first-
principles calculations on the Cu–Au system found positive values ofSform for all the ordered
structures studied [23]. These results are not consistent with the bond-proportion model.
Experimental measurements for a number of systems [6–9, 11] have consistently found
that the vibrational entropy increases with disordering, which matches the predictions of the
bond-proportion model. On the other hand, first-principles results for Ni3Al, which is a very
strongly ordered compound, essentially show no change in entropy between the ordered and
disordered phases [22].
We propose that to explain, even qualitatively, the changes in vibrational entropy, one must
go beyond a simple bond-proportion model and incorporate size effects. By size effects we
mean the effects on the force constants that are associated with compression and stretching of
the bonds. Size effects are not included in the simple bond-proportion model, where all bonds
are considered fixed in their strength. For example, if elements A and B have very different
sizes, there is no reason to expect A–A bonds to have similar force constants in A and B rich
environments, since the A–A bonds will be of very different lengths in the two cases.
An intuitive understanding of the interplay between size and bond-type effects can be
obtained by considering a simple nearest-neighbour Lennard-Jones potential. This potential
has been used to calculate the change in the value of the vibrational thermodynamics between
ordered L10 and a fcc disordered phase in the harmonic approximation. In the high-temperature
limit the relevant thermodynamics can be calculated from the logarithmic average of the density
of states (〈lnω〉), which is defined by
〈lnω〉 =
∫ ∞
0
ln(ω)g(ω) dω (2)
where g(ω) is the vibrational density of states and ω is the frequency. Define the change in
〈lnω〉 by 〈lnω〉 = 〈lnω〉disordered −〈lnω〉ordered. The change in vibrational free energy (F )
and entropy (S) with disordering can then be written simply as
F = kBT〈lnω〉 (3)
S = −kB〈lnω〉. (4)
The disordered phase was modelled by randomly distributing A and B type atoms on a cube-
shaped 256-atom supercell of fcc, where the concentration was constrained to remain at A–
50 at% B. Calculations were converged to within ±0.01 in 〈lnω〉 with respect to k-points.
The L10 structure was completely relaxed whereas the corresponding disordered phase was
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Figure 1. 〈lnω〉 as a function of the effective bulk modulus and lattice parameter of the A–B
bonds. A–A and B–B bonds are fixed to an effective bulk modulus of 2 Mb and lattice parameter
of 3.5 Å. The calculations are all performed with a nearest-neighbour Lennard-Jones potential.
only relaxed internally, keeping the overall volume per atom fixed L10 and the three supercell
lattice parameters equal to each other. This removed any complications that might occur due
to volume changes between the two phases. No thermal expansion effects were included. All
calculations were performed using the GULP program [29].
In figure 1 the values of 〈lnω〉 are plotted as a function of the bulk modulus and lattice
parameter that would be obtained for an fcc structure made of A–B bonds only (this is not
physically realizable but characterizes the A–B bond properties in a transparent manner). The
A–A and B–B bonds are all fixed to give a bulk modulus of 2 Mb and a lattice parameter of
3.5 Å for pure A and B lattices.
Consider first the values along the horizontal line for which the A–B lattice parameter
is equal to 3.5. Here all the bonds are the same length and there are no size effects, so it is
expected that the bond-proportion arguments should be valid. This is seen to be the case by the
fact that for softer A–B bonds one obtains 〈lnω〉 < 0, but for stiffer A–B bonds one obtains
〈lnω〉 > 0. Now consider the values along the vertical line for which the A–B bulk modulus is
equal to two. Here all the bonds have the same strength, so any changes in the thermodynamics
between ordered and disordered phases are due to size effects. For smaller A–B bonds the
unlike bonds are stretched by the larger A–A and B–B bonds and therefore the A–B bonds are
actually weaker than they would be at their equilibrium length. This causes an effect similar
to what is seen for the weak A–B bonds with no size effects, and one obtains 〈lnω〉 < 0.
Similar arguments show why larger A–B bonds yield 〈lnω〉 > 0. For the intermediate cases
the bond-proportion and size effects both contribute. Although the nearest-neighbour Lennard-
Jones potential demonstrates how vibrational thermodynamics are influenced by both size and
bond effects, their complex interplay cannot be reliably investigated with such a simple model.
Therefore, we now turn to more accurate potential and first-principles models.
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3. First-principles study of Pd3V
Pd3V is a system for which one might expect the bond-proportion model to be accurate. Pd
and V have a very small size mismatch [30]
(VPd − VV)
(VPd + VV)/2
= 0.06
so size effects should not be too large. Pd3V forms in an ordered DO22 structure for
temperatures below 1090 K [31], so it is to be expected that Pd–V bonds will be stronger
than the harmonic mean of Pd–Pd and V–V bonds. In addition, Pd and V are on either side of
the transition metals in the periodic table. In general, bulk moduli tend to reach a maximum
near the middle of the transition metals series. To the extent that a Pd–V bond resembles
one between two elements of the middle of the transition metals series, it is to be expected
that the Pd–V bonds will be stiffer than Pd–Pd or V–V bonds. Given these arguments, the
bond-proportion model predicts that the vibrational entropy should increase upon disordering
Pd–V, since fewer Pd–V bonds are present in the disordered phase.
First-principles methods have been used to calculate the vibrational thermodynamics of
a few different structures of the Pd3V system. Calculations have been performed with the
quasiharmonic method [27], which extends the harmonic method to approximately include
anharmonic terms by allowing volume dependent frequencies. All the entropy values quoted
for Pd3V were calculated in the high-temperature limit at the zero-temperature equilibrium
volumes of the structures. The effects of thermal expansion are not reported for simplicity as
they are very small, contributing less than 0.01kB to the entropy difference between the DO22
and disordered phases at a temperature of 1000 K. The required force constants were fit to
ab initio calculations of forces in supercells with slightly displaced atoms [32].
The calculations were made computationally feasible by restricting displacements to
consist of whole planes of atoms, thereby maintaining as much symmetry as possible. Planar
force constants were obtained from the displacements and forces according to the relation
−F α(n) =
∑
m,β
λαβ(n−m)uβ(m) (5)
where F α(n) is the force on atom α in layer n, uβ(m) is the displacement of atom β in layer
m, and λαβ(n − m) is the (n − m)th layer planar force constant in the direction normal to
the planes. The planar force constants can be related to the more usual force constant matrix
between atoms α and β by the formula
−λαβ(n) =
∑
(R|eˆ·(R+τ αβ )=dn)
Dαβ(R) (6)
where dn is the distance between the planes being considered, eˆ is the normal vector to the
planes, τ αβ is the basis vector connecting atoms α and β in a unit cell, and R is a lattice
translation vector. Dαβ(R) is the usual force constant matrix between atomsα andβ, separated
by basis vector τ αβ and lattice vector R, which is calculated by second derivatives of the
energy with respect to displacements of those atoms. Equation (6) shows that the planar force
constants are obtained by collecting the usual force constants for all atoms in the appropriate
plane, projecting these force constants along the plane normal, and then summing the resulting
terms. By performing calculations along a number of directions and applying symmetry
relations it is possible to determine all the desired force constants from equations (5) and (6).
Our ab initio calculations were performed within the local density approximation (LDA)
using the VASP [33, 34] package, which implements ultra-soft [35] pseudopotentials [36].
To ensure that the errors in the calculated forces did not introduce errors in the vibrational
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Table 1. Correlations of the structures used. pn denotes the nth nearest-neighbour correlation
while tlmn denotes a triplet made of overlapping pl , pm and pn pairs.
Structure p1 p2 t111 t112 t113 t114
L12 0 1 1/2 −1/2 1/2 −1/2
DO22 0 2/3 1/2 −1/6 1/6 1/6
SQS-8 1/4 1/3 −1/4 0 −1/12 −1/6
Random 1/4 1/4 −1/8 −1/8 −1/8 −1/8
entropies that exceed 0.02kB , the following parameters were used. The number of k-points
in the first Brillouin zone was chosen to be approximately (14)3 divided by the number of
atoms in the unit cell. A high energy cutoff of 365 eV was used to accurately determine
the equilibrium cell shapes, while a cutoff of 211 eV was sufficient to obtain accurate
forces.
Since we were interested in the change in vibrational thermodynamics upon disordering
it was necessary to be able to calculate vibrational properties of the disordered phase. The
disordered state was modelled by a special quasirandom structure (SQS) [37]. The SQSs
are small unit cell structures that are constructed to mimic the short-range correlations of a
truly random structure as much as possible. They have been shown to give good estimates
of disordered values for a number of electronic [38] and vibrational [26] properties. For this
study an eight-atom SQS (SQS-8) is used, which we believe is large enough to accurately
represent the vibrational thermodynamics of the disordered lattice, but is small enough to be
computationally tractable. A useful way to represent the SQS-8 is in terms of correlations.
These are defined as follows. Assign to each lattice site the pseudospin value of −1 or +1,
depending on whether the site is occupied by a Pd or V, respectively. Any cluster of sites
can then be assigned a cluster function, which is simply the product of the pseudo-spin values
on all the sites in the cluster. A correlation is a cluster function averaged over all symmetry
equivalent clusters in the parent lattice. Structures with similar correlations tend to have atoms
in similar environments. The correlations for the SQS-8 used in this work, as well as the
L12, DO22, and a truly random structure, are given in table 1. Note that the correlations for
the SQS-8 and random structures are quite similar, showing that the SQS-8 has similar local
environments to the disordered phase.
In calculating the force constants some choice must be made about how many to include.
Table 2 shows the convergence of the entropy as a function of the number of neighbours
included in the force constant matrix. Unfortunately, computational limitations restrict us to
including only first-neighbour force constants in the SQS-8 structure. It can be seen that over
the first three neighbour shells the total entropy of the L12 and DO22 structures change by
about 0.1kB, but that the entropy difference between them is converged to within about 0.02kB
by the first-neighbour shell. This suggests that the entropy difference between the SQS-8 and
DO22 structures is probably also well converged after the first-neighbour force constants.
Table 2 shows that the entropy of the disordered phase is 0.07kB below that of DO22. The
major sources of error in this result are likely to be the use of the SQS-8 to approximate the
disordered phase and the limiting of the force constants to the nearest-neighbour shell. The
error due to the SQS-8 can be estimated by considering differences between L12 and DO22.
These two structures have an entropy difference of 0.08kB and correlations that are identical
for the first-neighbour shell and fairly close after that. For comparison, the SQS-8 and totally
random structures also have identical first-neighbour correlations and farther range correlations
that are much more similar than those of L12 and DO22. It is therefore to be expected that
the entropy difference between the SQS-8 and random structure would be significantly less
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Table 2. Vibrational entropy in units of kB as a function of the interaction range included in the
spring model. Range is expressed as the number of nearest neighbour shells. Only stretching and
bending terms are included for the column labelled 1(sb) (see text).
Structure 1(sb) 1 2 3
L12 −4.40 −4.39 −4.44 −4.48
DO22 −4.48 −4.47 −4.53 −4.58
SQS-8 −4.53 −4.54
L12–DO22 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.10
SQS-8–DO22 −0.05 −0.07
than the 0.08kB entropy difference between L12 and DO22. Based on the correlations shown
in table 1 we estimate the error associated with using the SQS-8 at less than 0.04kB. The
error due to the use of only nearest-neighbour force constants we believe to be about 0.02kB,
again based on comparison to the entropy difference between the L12 and DO22 structures.
Even if we make a very pessimistic error estimate and base the rate of convergence on the
absolute vibrational entropies, rather than their differences, we still get an error less than about
0.1kB. Even in the presence of these errors, we can still exclude the possibility that the change
in entropy upon disordering is large and positive, which is the most important feature of our
calculations.
Indeed, the decrease in vibrational entropy upon disordering is in the opposite direction
from what would be expected based on the bond-proportion model discussed above. The
reason is that size effects, even in this system with almost no apparent size mismatch, contribute
significantly to the vibrational thermodynamics. We argued earlier that a Pd–V bond might
behave similarly to a bond between two elements of the middle of the transition metal series,
which typically have a larger stiffness. However, elements of the middle of the transition metal
series are also characterized by smaller lattice constants. One would then expect Pd–V bonds
to be shorter than V–V or Pd–Pd bonds. As we will see, the short Pd–V bond length is indeed
at the source of the important relaxations observed in Pd–V. The importance of size effects in
this system will be demonstrated by analysing bond strengths and lengths.
Unfortunately, there is no single parameter which represents the strength of the force
constants between two atoms, since this is, in general, a nine-element matrix. A great
simplification is to represent the force constant matrix in terms of two parameters, a stretching
and a bending term. This determination of the stretching and bending terms is done in the
following manner. Start by considering a 3 × 3 force constant matrix between two atoms,
represented in cartesian coordinates with one axis along the bond between the atoms. The
diagonal terms of the force constant matrix then represent a stretching and two bending terms,
which can be reduced to one by requiring the bending terms to be orientation independent.
The remaining off-diagonal terms are assumed to be zero.
The ‘reduced’ force constant matrix is thus fully defined by the elements of its diagonal:
an element S (stretching), corresponding to the bond direction and two elements B (bending)
corresponding to the other two directions. By a simple rotation, the reduced matrix can then
be transformed back into the usual cartesian coordinate system. It will no longer be diagonal,
but all the elements will still be given by linear functions of S and B. The values of S and B
are then determined by fitting (by a least-squares method) the reduced force constant matrices
to the forces obtained from ab initio calculations, as described at the beginning of section 3.
It is very interesting to note that the entropies calculated with only stretching and bending
terms differ by less than 0.01kB from the entropies calculated with the exact nearest-neighbour
force constant matrix for all the cases considered (see column 1(sb) in table 2).
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Figure 2. Shift in average stiffness (defined as the spring constant along the stretching direction)
and bond length upon disordering. The fitted line of stiffness versus length is shown for reference.
Figure 2 shows the average stiffness of Pd–Pd and Pd–V first-neighbour bonds as a function
of their average distance in both the ordered DO22 and L12 structures and the SQS-8. The
stiffness here is taken to be the stretching term defined above. No V–V bond results are
included as there are very few of those (none in the ordered phases). Figure 2 shows that in
disordering there is a significant change in both the Pd–Pd and Pd–V bond lengths. The change
in bond lengths occurs because in the ordered phase all the bonds are constrained by symmetry
to be the same length, but in the disordered structure the naturally shorter Pd–V bonds can
contract and the naturally longer Pd–Pd bonds can expand. As would be expected, when bonds
contract (expand) their stiffness increases (decreases). The contraction of the Pd–V bonds is
much greater than the expansion of the Pd–Pd bonds and it is this imbalance which leads to an
overall stiffening of the disordered phase and the lowering of the entropy with disorder.
The importance of the relaxations can be seen more quantitatively by removing them in
an approximate manner. To do this, we use the stretching and bending model discussed above.
We take the stretching and bending parameters for each nearest-neighbour bond in the SQS-8
structure and compute an average for each bond type (Pd–Pd, Pd–V and V–V). This averaging
is needed because a given type of bond (e.g. Pd–Pd) may have slightly different values of S and
B, depending on the bond’s local environment. These average Pd–Pd, Pd–V and V–V force
constants matrices are an approximation to the ‘true’ force constants we would expect with no
symmetry constraints. These force constants are then used to calculate the entropy for both the
orderedDO22 and SQS-8 structures and the increase in entropy with disordering is found to be
0.26kB. This calculation uses a single set of bond length independent force constants for both
the ordered and disordered phases and therefore does not include the relaxation differences
between the two phases. Without the relaxation effects involved the bond-proportion model
applies and the expected entropy increase is seen to occur. Therefore, we conclude that the
relaxations are what cause the bond-proportion model to give an incorrect prediction and the
vibrational entropy to decrease with disordering.
It can be shown that the stretching and bending force constants are approximately
independent of the chemical environment, provided that the proper bond length is used. By this
it is meant that a given bond, say Pd–Pd, will have similar values for S and B for a given bond
length, whether the Pd–Pd bond is in aL12,DO22, or SQS structure. This raises the possibility
of using the values of S and B determined from simple cases to obtain force constants for a
variety of complex chemical environments.
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This idea is similar to that explored by Sluiter et al [39], where an attempt was made to
develop transferable force constants by averaging over configurations. Sluiter et al found that
the averaged force constants were not able to accurately represent the vibrational free energy
of different chemical orderings. They attribute at least part of this problem to violation of
invariances that the force constants must satisfy. We believe the approach chosen here may
be more accurate than the averaged force constants of Sluiter et al for two reasons. Most
importantly, the stretching and bending model allows the force constants to depend on bond
length, which the work presented in this paper proves to be very important. In addition, by
using only the diagonal S and B terms, the force constant matrices automatically satisfy all
the invariances associated with crystal symmetry. This should alleviate some of the problems
associated with violations of the invariances. Further testing of the stretching and bending
model is necessary before its accuracy can be established.
A more detailed discussion of this work on Pd3V can be found in [25].
4. Embedded-atom method study of Ni3Al
Ni3Al is ordered in the L12 structure essentially up to its melting point at about 1670 K [31],
although it is possible to create a metastable disordered phase. There have been a number of
experimental [6, 40] and theoretical [19–22, 26] studies of the vibrational thermodynamics of
ordered and disordered Ni3Al. The experiments and calculations have given a range of results
for the change in entropy with disordering, probably due to variations in potentials used and
differences between the perfect crystals modelled in calculations and those actually obtained
in experiment (for further discussion of this, see [12, 22, 41]). In this section we will not focus
on the overall change in vibrational thermodynamics between phases, but instead on how the
local environment of a given atom affects its vibrational behaviour.
The advantage of a local approach is that it allows one to directly identify how each atom
is being influenced by its surroundings. The local vibrational thermodynamics of an atom can
be calculated by the following approach. The total density of states, g(ω), can be written
g(ω) =
∑
ακ
[

(2π)3
]∑
j
∫
dk |eα(κ; jk)|2δ(ω − ωj(k)) =
∑
ακ
gακ(ω) (7)
where is the volume per atom, α and κ denote a Cartesian direction and atom in the unit cell,
and k and j are the wavevector and branch of each phonon mode. eα(κ; jk) is the value of the
eigenvector for mode jk associate with direction α and atom κ , and ωj(k) is the frequency
of mode jk. The gακ(ω) are projected densities of states, and represent how much of the
total density of states can be attributed to motion of atom κ in direction α. In this study we
will calculate the projected densities of states onto an atom, gκ(ω), which simply involves
summing gακ(ω) over the possible values of α. Once the projected density of states onto an
atom has been calculated the local vibrational thermodynamics can be found in the harmonic
approximation by integrating against the appropriate function [42].
All the calculations shown here for Ni3Al were performed using the embedded-atom
method [43–45] with the Foiles and Daw Ni3Al potential [46]. Calculations are converged to
within less than 0.01kB with respect to density of states integration and k-point sampling.
In order to investigate the effects of various local environments the local entropy was
calculated for every atom in a randomly decorated 256-atom supercell of Ni3Al. The entropies
were calculated at a temperature of 600 K, which is near the Debye temperature for this
material [40]. The local entropies are plotted in figure 3 as a function of the number of Al
nearest neighbours for two cases: one where the atoms were forced to remain on their ideal
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Figure 3. The local entropy for Ni (open circles) and Al (crosses) atoms as a function of the number
of Al nearest neighbours, as determined from a disordered configuration. Results are given for the
unrelaxed (a) and relaxed (b) structures.
lattice sites and one where the atoms were allowed to relax to their equilibrium positions. All
these calculations were done at the equilibrium volume of the unrelaxed disordered phase.
There are two important things to notice about these results. The first is that the Ni atoms
have consistently higher local entropies than the Al atoms. There are two contributions to
this difference. First, the Al generally have stiffer force constants than the Ni, which tend to
decrease the Al entropy relative to the Ni. A somewhat larger effect is that Ni is about 2.2
times as heavy as Al, which again causes it to have a larger vibrational entropy than Al.
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Figure 4. The average nearest-neighbour distance for Ni (open circles) and Al (crosses) atoms
as a function of the number of Al nearest neighbours, as determined from a relaxed disordered
configuration. The average nearest-neighbour distances for the unrelaxed configuration are given
by the solid line.
The other important thing to notice is that the overall behaviour of the entropy as a function
of local environment changes dramatically when relaxations are included. When no relaxations
are allowed the entropy decreases for both types of atoms as more Al neighbours are included.
When relaxations are allowed the entropy becomes much noisier, and seems fairly flat, or even
slightly increasing, as a function of the number of Al neighbours. To make sense of these
results we need to consider size effects.
The size mismatch between Ni and Al is very large [30]
(VAl − VNi)
(VAl + VNi)/2
= 0.41
which means that relaxation effects are likely to be very important. Figure 4 shows the
average distance to the nearest-neighbour shell for all the atoms as a function of the number
of Al nearest-neighbour pairs. For the unrelaxed case the neighbours are always the same
distance, but the relaxation allows the neighbours to spread apart more and more as they
become predominately made up of large Al atoms. The behaviour of the local entropy can
now be understood. When there is no relaxation, replacing Ni neighbours with Al neighbours
creates progressively more crowding of the central atom. This leads to compressed bonds,
which are stiffer, and the vibrational entropy of the central atom decreases. When relaxation
is allowed to take place the large Al atoms can move apart to make more space, the bonds
of the central atom are no longer compressed, and the atom’s entropy does not decrease with
increasing numbers of Al neighbours.
It is interesting to consider the predictions of the bond-proportion model for the local
entropy of the unrelaxed case. Ni has a bulk modulus that is more than twice as large as
that for Al (the potentials fit the experimental bulk moduli exactly) [46], so based on the pure
elements one would expect that the Ni–Ni bonds would be much stiffer than the Al–Al bonds.
As more Al atoms are added to the environment of a Ni or an Al one would expect a decrease
in the average bond stiffness (because of fewer bonds to Ni) and an increase in vibrational
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entropy. These predictions are the opposite of what is seen for the unrelaxed case. The failure
of the bond-proportion model is again due to the influence of size effects. Ni3Al is between
pure Ni and pure Al in average lattice parameter, so the Al–Al bonds are compressed and the
Ni–Ni bonds are expanded in the unrelaxed lattice. This strain effectively brings the bond
stiffness of Al–Al bonds above that of Ni–Ni bonds. If one takes this size induced reversal of
bond stiffnesses into account, then the bond-proportion model predicts the correct qualitative
behaviour. The change in behaviour that is seen when the system relaxes is due in part to the
release of some of the strain in the bonds, making Ni–Ni bonds stiffer and Al–Al bonds less stiff.
Figure 3 shows that the nearest-neighbour environment determines the local entropy quite
precisely when there are no relaxations, but relaxations introduce other significant influences on
the local thermodynamics. This can be made more quantitative by constructing a local cluster
expansion. The cluster expansion formalism [3, 4, 37] is used to represent the dependence of
functions of lattice decoration in terms of real-space interactions. In section 3 we defined cluster
functions. It can be shown that these form a complete orthonormal basis for functions of lattice
decoration. The cluster expansion is just an expansion in the basis of cluster functions. The
coefficients for each cluster function are called effective cluster interactions (ECI). Because we
are studying local quantities we will make use of a local cluster expansion [26, 41], in which
there are somewhat different independent ECI than in the traditional cluster expansion. We
make a local cluster expansion by fitting the local entropies for all the 256 atoms in a large
disordered cell to ECI for the first eight neighbour shells (there is a point and pair ECI for each
shell). The results of this fit, both the ECI and the root-mean-square (RMS) error between the
true and fitted entropy values, are shown for both the relaxed and unrelaxed case in figure 5.
The local cluster expansion clearly shows the dramatic influence of relaxations. When
no relaxations are present the expansion is dominated by the first-neighbour shell, which can
be seen by the large first-neighbour ECI and the very low RMS error obtained with only the
first shell. When relaxations are included the ECI become much longer range (the largest
ECI is in fact in the fifth-neighbour shell). The introduction of longer-range interactions
when relaxations are included has also been found in cluster expansions of the total energy
[4, 48–51]. In addition, in the relaxed case the RMS error is almost constant after the fifth-
neighbour shell, even though it is about five times as large as the corresponding error in the
unrelaxed case. The failure of longer-range pairs to improve the RMS error shows that multisite
interactions are contributing to the local entropy in the relaxed case. Furthermore, the ECI go
from being primarily negative to primarily positive when the relaxations are included. This is
the manifestation in the cluster expansion of the above discussed release of strained bonds with
relaxation. Finally, note that the point ECI are generally more important than the pair ECI.
Point ECI contribute the same amount to a given atom’s local entropy independent of the type
of the atom. This means that the vibrations of both Ni and Al are influenced similarly by their
environment. This is not consistent with the bond-proportion model where one would expect,
for example, a very different influence of an Al neighbour on a Ni than an Al. The dominance
of the point ECI is just one more way in which the size effects show their importance.
In this section we have shown that for Ni3Al the local entropy of an atom is primarily
determined by the area in which it is free to move. Without relaxation, large Al neighbours
crowd a central atom, inhibiting its vibrations, but when relaxation is allowed the Al spread out
and the crowding effect essentially disappears. Without relaxation, the compressed Al–Al and
Al–Ni bonds are effectively stiffer than the expanded Ni–Ni bonds, despite the much larger
bulk modulus of pure Ni than pure Al. It is clear that the local vibrational thermodynamics of
Ni3Al cannot be understood in terms of a simple bond-proportion model and that the behaviour
is dominated by the large size effects.
A more detailed discussion of this work on Ni3Al can be found in [26].
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Figure 5. The results of a cluster expansion of the local entropy for an unrelaxed (a) and relaxed (b)
disordered configuration. The upper panels show the RMS error in the local entropy values predicted
by the ECI compared to the exact calculated values, as a function of the number of neighbour shells
in the cluster expansion. The lower panels show the point (full) and pair (broken) ECI for each
neighbour shell.
5. Conclusions
This work discusses the importance of size effects in the behaviour of vibrational
thermodynamics. We have shown that a simple bond-proportion model, in which each bond
type is assumed to have a fixed stiffness, cannot reliably explain the configurational dependence
of the vibrational thermodynamics, even for systems with small size mismatch.
First-principles calculations on the Pd3V system predict that the vibrational entropy
decreases by 0.07kB upon disordering the DO22 phase. This decrease is explained by the
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stiffening of the disordered phase that occurs as the broken symmetry allows the Pd–V bonds
to contract.
We have also performed embedded-atom method calculations of the local vibrational
entropy for all the individual atoms in a large Ni3Al supercell. The local entropy, as a function
of the number of Al nearest neighbours, decreases when no relaxation is included, but remains
fairly flat on average when relaxation is included. This can be explained by the fact that the
larger Al atoms crowd a central atom when relaxations are not allowed, but push apart and allow
for more vibrations when relaxations are included. A local cluster expansion is performed and
shows the increased contributions of long-range and multisite ECI due to the relaxations.
This work highlights the importance of relaxation effects in vibrational studies. Ignoring
or treating inaccurately the relaxation effects can lead to errors of a qualitative nature, even
for systems with very small size mismatch. This problem is particularly challenging for those
involved in first-principles research, where accounting for the dependence of the force constants
on the magnitude of the local relaxations can come at a high computational cost. This work
does suggest some methods by which relaxation effects can be included in a computationally
tractable manner. The use of the stretching and bending model, with the force constants
parametrized as a function of bond length, seems to give very accurate results and could
effectively provide transferable force constants to allow calculations for very complex unit
cells. This approach is presently under further development.
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